Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision plan for Grade 5
Math 04.12.2019
Romanian
03.12.2019

Natural numbers, Base 10 and base 2 transformations, Powers, Compare, false hypothesis, going back methods
Plotting points in the plane, Translations, reflections,Ratios and proportions, Dividing a number in a given ratio
Examen scris (teză) - Compunerea; Redactarea unui dialog. Enunțul.Punctuația. Propoziția. Vocabularul.Lexicul. Sinonimele.Antonimele.
Câmpul lexical. Limba standard. Normă și abatere. Figurile de stil. Imaginile artistice. Textul liric. Etapele scrierii.Tipuri de
sunete.Corespondența sunet-literă.Idee principală. Idee secundară.Semnele de punctuație.Tema.Cuvintele-cheie

English
05.12.2019

WRITTEN EXAM - CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY - UNIT 2 People in the news (headlines, compound words, punctuating headlines,
statements, questions, commands, UK spelling vs. US spelling, writing paragraphs, proverbs, facts and opinions, tone, autobiography
features, news report vs. autobiography, pronouns, obituaries, the linking verb ‘to be’, the structure of a news report), UNIT 3 Poems – old
and new (vocabulary related to water, proverbs, poems – voice, mood, message, features, rhyme, onomatopoeia, alliteration, simile,
metaphor, personification, repetition, comparing poems).
GRAMMAR - UNITS 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18.
English Reading (project): To present a book (1 page essay, PowerPoint or poster on cardboard, oral presentation). Oral
presentation: 1-2 minutes.

Biology
02.12.2019

Project Presentation: POLLUTION
Causes and effects

History
02.12.2019
Geography
02.12.2019

Written examination
From the textbook: The Neolithic Revolution (pages 11-17), Western Asia and Egypt (pages 18-20), Civilization begins in Mesopotamia +
Hammurabi’s Code (pages 21-28)
Written examination
From the textbook: The Geographer’s Tools (pages 9-24), The Solar System (pages 26)

Spanish
05.12.2019

Project: to do research on a Spanish-speaking city. To write 8-10 interesting facts in Spanish. To create a poster (cardboard) or a
PowerPoint presentation. To present orally (in Spanish) the city in front of the class. Oral presentation: 1-2 minutes.

French
05.12.2019
German/Arabic
04.12.2019
Social education
6.12.2019 - project

Project: “Les symboles de la France” - Present 4 symbols of France in the 1st person singular (Je), using the verb “etre” and an adjective.
Students can use the symbols we learned in class: La Tour Eiffel, La Baguette, Le (fromage) Roquefort, Le Coq (that can be found on page
26, in the book). Example: “Je suis la Tour Eiffel. Je suis grande.”; Each symbol must be illustrated (picture/drawing); Paper or
PowerPoint; The project must be presented in class
German (Written exam): Family members; Possessive pronouns;- Numbers;- Introducing somebody
Arabic: oral exam: on everything we took the past month ( letters, new words, past paper, and the invitation birthday lesson )
Do a project that presents a non-guvermental organisation -NGO- (description oF NGO and at least one project/program developed by that
NGO). The form of presentation - your choice. Points will be awarded as follows: 1point for presentation, 3 points for creativity/design, 6
points for content/information. (You may choose, but it is not mandatory, from the following NGOs: Save the children Romania, Child
Helpline Association, OvidiuRO Association, UNICEF Romania, SOS Children’s villages Romania)

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 6
Math
03.12.2019
Romanian
03.12.2019
English
02.12.2019

Biology
04.12.2019
Physics
13.12.2019
History
05.12.2019
Geography
05.12.2019
Spanish
02.12.2019
French
02.12.2019
German
04.12.2019
Arabic
04.12.2019
Intercultural
education

Algebra: Sets, Divisibility
Geometry: Segments, Angles, Types of triangles, Parallel and perpendicular lines
Ratios and proportions, Dividing a number in a given ratio, equivalent ratios, proportions, proportions word problems, rate increase/decrease
Examen scris (teză): Fonetică, diftong, triftong, hiat, silaba, accentul, despărțirea în silabe, vocabularul, sensul propriu (de bază și secundar), sensul
figurat,omonime, cuvinte polisemantice, textul narativ, momentele subiectului, narațiunea, etapele scrierii unei compuneri, verbul, predicatul, compunerea
narativă/ descriptivă
Hussi: redactarea unui rezumat pe baza unui text la prima vedere și alcătuirea unor propoziții
WRITTEN EXAM - CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY - UNIT 3 Favourite things (things you like to do/see/have/eat, passages and poems about colours and
seasons, making notes, building sentences, present participles, the use of ‘would’, putting ideas in order, using adjectives and images, form, rhyme and metre
in poetry, alliteration and assonance, order of adjectives, joining sentences, writing recipes, describing meals, positive and negative connotations, reflective
writing), UNIT 4 School stories (types of schools, expanding notes, reported speech, autobiographical writing, fictionalized autobiography, speaker position
in direct speech, apostrophe of omission, semi-formal transactional letter, indirect questions, writing a diary entry, planning a story, narrative writing).
GRAMMAR - UNITS 30, 31, 32, 10, 11, 12, 13, 34, 35.
English Reading (project): To present a book (1 page essay, PowerPoint or poster on cardboard, oral presentation). Oral presentation: 1-2
minutes.
Project
Mollusks or Worms or Invertebrates
Written exam:
Units and measurements: length, area, volume, time
Written examination
From the textbook:Climate and vegetation (pages 13-16), Human Environment Interaction (pages 17-22)
Written examination
From the textbook: Feudalism (pages 10-15), The Growth of European Kingdoms (pages 16-21)
Project: to do research on a Spanish-speaking city. To write at least 8-10 interesting facts in Spanish. To create a poster (cardboard) or a PowerPoint
presentation. To present orally (in Spanish) the city in front of the class. Oral presentation: 1-2 minutes.
Project: “La securité routiere” - Choose 5 of the slogans related to road safety that we wrote in class (every student has the slogans in the copybook) and
illustrate them; The project must contain 5 pages/slides; Each page/slide must have a slogan and a visual (picture/drawing); The project must be presented
in class; Pay attention to the rhyming words; Example: Ceinture attachée/Vie protégée; A4 paper or PowerPoint
(Written exam): - Ordinal numbers; School; Schedule; Plural forms

Oral exam: G1:Reading a text and answering the question ( oral comprehension), G2: Reading a sentences from the book
G3: The birthdays invitation lesson
For your evaluation ( due date The 26th of November – in pairs or groups of 3 people, 4 points for creativity/design and 6 points for content) – do a
research and find out essential elements of the cultural heritage and patrimony (tangible and intangible) of a region of Romania (Dobrogea, Muntenia,
Oltenia, Banat, Crisana, Maramures, Bucovina, Moldova, Transilvania). With the important elements you have found, build a comic strip/book designed
for a child of 12 years old, who wants to learn about the most important cultural/patrimony aspects of that region.

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 7
Math
02.12.2019

Algebra: surds
Geometry: quadrilaterals
Decimals, angles formed by parallel lines cut by a secant, statistics (mean, median, mode, range), percentages (increase/decrease)

Romanian
04.12.2019

Examen scris (teză): Textul epic/ narativ literar, personajul, mijloacele de caracterizare, conflictul, momentele subiectului, fraza și normele de punctuație,
conjuncția, derivarea, compunerea, câmpul lexical, familia lexicală, sinonime, antonime, paronime, omonime, cuvântul polisemantic, sens propriu (de bază și
secundar), sens figurat, accentul, compunerea narativă
Iustin: rezumatul (pe baza unui text), paronimele, câmpul lexical, derivarea, compunerea, omonimia

English
29.11.2019

WRITTEN EXAM - TEZA
GRAMMAR – Tenses: present simple, present continuous, present perfect, present perfect continuous, past simple, past continuous, past perfect, past perfect
continuous, future simple, future continuous, future perfect, going to, present simple and continuous with future meaning, Countable and uncountable nouns,
Subject-verb agreement, Articles: definite, indefinite, zero, Determiners (all, no, none, each, every, either, neither), Indirect/reported speech, Conditionals (type 1)
+ VOCABULARY – Unit 3 Sport and leisure, Unit 15 Health and the body.
CHECKPOINT – UNIT 3 Water (personal accounts, writing a report, defining, organizing, explaining, describing creatively, grammar, punctuation, spelling,
water proverbs, sustained metaphor, rhyme scheme, alliteration, assonance, consonance, repetition, irony, emotions, describing a process, haiku, semi-colon, nonsentences, participial phrases – present participle/ing and past participle/third form, summarizing, formal reports), UNIT 4 The feast (vocabulary related to food,
synonyms for ‘feast’, feasting vs. fasting, comic writing, stage directions, time adverbs and adverbial phrases, verbs of perception, adjectival ending, food
adjectives, using lists in descriptions, descriptive devices).
English Reading (project): To present a book (1 page essay, PowerPoint or poster on cardboard, oral presentation). Oral presentation: 1-2 minutes.
Project
Reproduction in humans OR Reproduction in plants

Biology
04.12.2019
History
05.12.2019
Geography
03.12.2019
Spanish
05.12.2019
French
05.12.2019
Physics, 13.12.2019
Chemistry
02.12.2019
03.12.2019
German/ Arabic

Written examination
From the textbook:Industrialization and Nationalism (pages 11-12), The Congress of Vienna (pages 13-28)
Written examination
From the textbook (pages 7-14, page 49, page 50), Turkey, The Middle East, Syria, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan
Project: to do research on a Spanish-speaking city. To write at least 8-10 interesting facts in Spanish. To create a poster (cardboard) or a PowerPoint presentation.
To present orally (in Spanish) the city in front of the class. Oral presentation: 1-2 minutes.
Project: “Je raconte mes vacances” - 10 sentences in the perfect tense (le passé composé) in the 1st person singular (Je), describing a holiday; Use sequence words
(d’abord, puis, ensuite, finalement or le premier jour, le deuxième jour, le troisième jour); The project must be accompanied by at least one visual
(picture/drawing/photograph); A4 paper or PowerPoint; Example: D’abord, j’ai visité Paris. Ensuite, j’ai mangé un croissant. Only the verbs will be graded,
spelling mistakes for other words will be disregarded.
Written exam: Friction force, Pressure, Gravitational pulling, Solar system
1. Separation methods for homogeneous and heterogeneous mixture. 2 Filtration, crystallisation, distillation,chromatography, sublimation
2. Solutions - definition, components, types of solutions. 4 Mass percentage concentrație, formula, problems
(Written exam): Personal pronouns in dativ (mir; dir), Body parts, Possessive pronouns (mein/e; dein/e etc.), Interrogative article in accusative and nominative
Arabic : oral exam: on everything we took the past month ( using the dialogue and vocabulary from the book, and the birthdays invitation lesson)

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 8
Math
03.12.2019

Algebra: Real numbers, Letter manipulation
Geometry: 3D shapes, relations between points-lines-planes
Problems type checkpoint exam including statistics, percentages, simplifying expressions, linear function, linear equations, powers, radicals

English
02.12.2019

Grammar: Passive Voice, Conditional Clauses, Unreal Tenses, The Subjunctive, Modal Verbs
Vocabulary: Units 3-7.
Checkpoint: Units 3-4
English Reading (project): To present a book (1 page essay, PowerPoint or poster on cardboard, oral presentation). Oral presentation: 1-2
minutes.
Examen scris (teză)
GENUL EPIC, GENUL LIRIC, TITLUL/MESAJUL UNUI TEXT EPIC/ LIRIC, BASMUL, SINTAXA FRAZEI, EXERCIȚII/ COMPUNERI TIP
E.N.2019-2020

Romanian
05.12.2019
Biology
03.12.2019

Check point: - digestion , - circulation, -respiration
2.1-2.8; 3.1-3.10; C2- all;

History
05.12.2019
German/ Arabic
05.12.2019

Written examination (Teza)
From the textbook (pages 13-21): Kingship and Religion, The Geto-Dacians and the Romans, Latinity and Christianity
German (Written exam): Pronouns, Adjectives, Modalverb "wollen", Dative mit "vor" und "nach"
Arabic : oral exam: on everything we took the past month ( using the dialogue and vocabulary from the book)

Spanish/ French
04.12.2019

French - Project: “Mes actions” - 10 pages with short sentences containing 10 different verbs in the 1st person singular (Je); Each page must contain 4
sentences with the same verb (Present tense, both affirmative and negative forms; Perfect tense (le passe compose), both affirmative and negative
forms); 5 pages with verbs that select “avoir” as auxiliary in the perfect tense, the other 5 pages with verbs that select “etre” as auxiliary; Each verb
must be accompanied by its English translation and a visual (picture/drawing) that illustrates it; Example: manger = to eat; 1. Je mange. 2. Je ne
mange pas. 3. J’ai mangé. 4. Je n’ai pas mangé.

Geography
02.12.2019
Physics
13.12.2019
Chemistry
29.11.2019

Spanish: Verbs ending in-ar, -er, -ir in pretérito imperfecto. Verbs ending in -ar, -er, -ir in present simple. “¿Cómo te llamas?”, “¿cuántos años
tienes?”, “¿Cuándo es tu cumpleaños?”, “¿qué idiomas hablas?”. “Me llamo…”, “tengo… años”, “mi cumpleaños es el…” , “hablo…”. Artículos
determinados (el, la, los, las) e indeterminados (un, una, unos, unas). Family members. Superlativo absoluto (-ísimo, ísimos /-ísima, ísimas).
Written examination (Teza)
From the textbook (pages 14-22): The Eastern Carpathians, The Southern Carpathians, The Western Carpathians
Written exam: 1.Changing state of matter, 2. Hydrostatic pressure, 3. Atmospheric pressure
4.Pascal’s and Archimedes’ principles
1. Simple substances with practical applications. 2. Oxigen general information and properties
3. Carbon: general information, properties, allotropic states of carbon, graphics and diamant 4. Applications

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 9
Math
4th December 2019

Romanian
02.12.2019
English
03.12.2019

1. Ratio and proportions 2. Simple and compound interest 3. Percentages. Percentages of increase/decrease
4. Speed, distance and time 5. Formulae. Brackets and simplifying 6. Linear equations. Problems solved by linear
equations 7. Simultaneous equations. Problems solved by simultaneous equations 8. Factorising
9. Quadratic equations. Problems solved by quadratic equations 10. Algebraic fractions 11. Changing the subject of a
formula 12. Variation: direct and inverse 13. Indices 14. Inequalities
Examen scris (teză) -Exerciții de ortografie/ punctuație
-LA ALEGERE: Povestea lui Harap Alb (definiție basm, trăsături, caracterul basmului, simboluri, caracterizarea eroului)/ De-a vați ascuns… (definiția jocului și comentariul textului) Patrick: eseu de 2-3 pagini pentru Povestea lui Harap Alb
Written exam. Past paper IGCSE Second Language extended - reading and writing

Biology
02.12.2019

Project: Enzymes
Photosynthesis

History/Geography
02.12.2019

For history: Write a 2 pages essay about one of the five peaces treaties at the end of World War 1 (Versailles, Saint Germaine, Saint
Neuilly, Trianon, Sevres) (Textbook: pages 18-37)
For geography: Write a 2 pages report about migration case-study (see Textbook for one such example: pages 27)

Physics
03.12.2019
Chemistry
04.12.2019
Economics
Spanish/French
03.12.2019

1. Speed, velocity, acceleration, graphs of motion 2. Forces-wright, friction, elastic force, inertia - formulas, applications
3 Adding forces 4. Problems
1. Separation methods for pictures 2.Elements, mixtures, compounds 3. Metals & nonmetals
4 Chemical bonding -ionic bonde, ionic compounds, ionisation process 5 Applications
Pages 124 - 142 in the coursebook Third Edition - a compound mark for class activity, homework and summary on the roles of the
Central Bank
French: Written exam: IGCSE Past Paper - Writing
Spanish: Written exam: IGCSE Past Paper - Reading

German/ Arabic
4.12.2019

German (Written exam): Articles; Regular verbs in present; Dative prepositions
Arabic : oral exam: on everything we took the past month ( using the dialogue and vocabulary from the book)

Business
05.12.2019

Pg 24 - 35, quiz. A compound mark awarded for class presentation (already completed), quiz (05.12.2019) and summary on
stakeholders and objectives (homework).

Travel and Tourism
05.12.2019

Essay: Written essay on the impacts of tourism (economic, environmental & socio-cultural)

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 10
Math
02.12.2019
Romanian
3.12.2019
English
03.12.2019
Biology
02.12.2019

Geography/History
04.12.2019

Chapters 1-8, 10
Examen scris (teză): Exerciții de ortografie/ punctuație; definiția povestirii; rezumatul povestirii Fântâna dintre plopi
Liza: alcătuirea unor enunțuri/ propoziții, verbul (indicativ prezent) și descrierea camerei
Written exam
Descriptions; Stories (beginnings, openings), vocabulary words studied
Fragments, comma splices, run-on sentences, connecting main sentences, fixing errors.
Reproduction
Drugs
Coordination and response
Enzymes
Photosynthesis
Digestive system
For IGCSE students: Depth Study Russia (pages 208-225)
For history: Write a 2 pages essay about one of the five peaces treaties at the end of World War 1 (Versailles, Saint Germaine, Saint
Neuilly, Trianon, Sevres).

Chemistry/physics
05.12.2019
Economics

For geography: Write a 2 pages report regarding tourist location (see Textbook for references: pages 211-220, check the examples on
pages 219-220 for how to plan your report)
Projects - light /physics
Chemistry -periodic table
Houda (03.12. 2019) - written exam- chapters 10, 11 &12
Not applicable

Spanish/French
04.12.2019
Arabic/German

German (Written exam): Futur I; Modalverben; Präteritum; Bestimmte und Unbestimmte Artikel
French: Written exam: IGCSE Past Paper - Writing
Arabic: Written exam:As past paper
Spanish (03.12): Written exam. Verbs ending in -ar, -er, -ir in present simple, pretérito indefinido, pretérito imperfecto. Preposiciones
(por/para, a, de, con, en, por, hacia/hasta), adverbios y preposiciones de lugar (detrás de, delante de, entre, a la derecha de, en, a la
izquierda de, debajo de, encima de).

Business
03.12.2019
05.12.2019
Travel and Tourism
03.12.2019

Section 2: People in business and Section 3: Marketing.
A compound mark for the brand challenge presentation (already completed), section 2 quiz (Chapters 6 - 9) and section 3 quiz (Chapters
10 - 14).
Section 3: Customer service
A compound mark for the job application CV (already completed), section 2 quiz (26.11.2019) and section 3 quiz (03.12.2019).

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 11
History/Geography
05.12.2019

-

Global Perspectives

For history: Write a 2 pages essay about one of the five peaces treaties at the end of World War 1 (Versailles, Saint Germaine, Saint
Neuilly, Trianon, Sevres).
For geography: Write a 2 pages report analyzing a migratory process going on at this time
Research based activity

Math, 05.12.2019

Chapters 1-4, 7

Romanian, 05.12.2019

Examen scris (teză): -Exerciții de ortografie/ punctuație. -rezumatul textului Moara cu noroc. -comentarea unui proverb în câteva rânduri

English, 03.12.2019

Narratives, Descriptive Essay, Narrators, Advertisements, Denotation and connotation, Writing to argue and discuss.

Statistics
3rd December 2019

1. Stem-and-leaf diagram. Histograms 2. Measures of central tendency and variation, including quartiles 3. Box-plots
4. Working
with an assumed mean 5. Frequency distributions 6. Cumulative frequency curves 7. Dependent and independent events 8. Probability
trees 9. Factorials, Permutations, Combinations 10. Using binomial coefficients to calculate probability 11. Discrete random variables. Mean,
standard deviation 12. The binomial distribution. Expectation and variance

Biology, 03.12.2019

Ch.1-6

Physics
13.12.2019

AS Level students: Ch.3,4,5
The rest of the students: essay - “Inertial and noninertial frames of reference” (due date - Friday, 13th Dec)

Chemistry
04.12.2019
Business
03.12.2019
Economics
3.12.2019

AS Level students -written exam - Chapters 4-8 problems & exercises; applications
Rest of the class , essay - Pollution of air, water and soil
Section 2: People in organisations & Section 3: Marketing
Compound mark for quiz and project.
1-4 for students sitting the AS written exam
For those not sitting the AS: write an essay on the following subject "Evaluate whether the financial gains should be the main reason when
choosing a job", with offering a conclusion. 250 words by Friday the 6th of December via email
AS LEVEL- 1h exam
AS Level students - Chapters - research methods and the biological approach

Psychology
03.12.2019
Spanish, 04.12.2019

Written exam. As level past paper (reading and writing only, 1 text). Subjuntivo (hipótesis y deseo). Preposiciones por/para.

T&T, 02.12.2019

Written exam: Chapter 1. A compound mark for the exam and ongoing project assessment.

Arabic, 4.12.2019

written exam:AS past paper

German, 5.12.2019

Written exam: Grammatik, Reading comprehension, Leseverstehen, Vocabulary

GP

Research based activity.

Periodical exam December 2 to 6, 2019
Revision Plan for Grade 12
Romanian
02.12.2019

Examen scris (teză)
-Exerciții de ortografie/ punctuație
-rezumatul textului Baltagul
-comentarea unui proverb în câteva rânduri

Math
05.12.2019
Biology
02.12.2019
English

Pure Mathematics: Past paper 2
Statistics: Continuous random variables, Poisson Distribution, Linear combinations of random variables
Respiration

Physics

Chemistry
04.12.2019
Business
05.12.2019

Economics
3.12.2019
Psychology
A LEVEL- 2h exam
on -05.12.2019
History

ICT

A level students: written exam - A level Paper 3
Non-A level students: project - Present the study case of a pidgin or creole language (300-400 words)
A Level students: Ch.19-22
The rest of the students: essay - “Inertial and noninertial frames of reference” (due date - Friday, 13th Dec)
A Level students ch 19-20
The rest of the students essay - Pollution of air, water and soil
The compound score of 3 quizzes, Unit 1 - 4.
Quiz 1: Section 1
Quiz 2: Section 2 & 3
Quiz 3: Section 4
Units 1-3 written exam

A Level students - Models of abnormality , Schizophrenic and psychotic disorders, Bipolar and related disorders (the book +
supplementary resources)

